
It's probably prudent to take a trip
down disclaimer road before we
get started here and state without

reservation that television is a power-
ful, expedient, important part of any
good media mix for mid-size and
larger firms. It is also a very good
value when purchased with eyes wide
open. Thanks to the overwhelming
glut of competition created by cable
and the resulting niche networks,
there are plenty of choices. They
come, they go; and they fill every tiny
corner of every tiny market like a can
of expanding insulation foam. That's
good for you as an advertiser because
you can reach your customer without
paying for the "non-customers"
watching a show. 

The real issue here is how best to
go about buying it and believe me it's
like a bucket of snakes; hard to tell
where one ends and another begins.
There are a few different ways to buy
television and far more opinions on
the subject than that. All I can offer is
my own opinion based on some 30
years of doing it and watching the
successful and less successful unfold
in front of me. There will be plenty
who disagree with these ideas and
plenty who will be downright upset
about the way it lays out, but as Bobby
Bowden might say, "Dad-gum it,
somebody's got to do it". 

There are three common buying
methods for getting your product on
television and each can contribute
substantially to your branding and
sales efforts. Some would argue that
TV is the only answer to reaching the
consumer these days and that print
just won't do it. Polls, surveys and
research galore indicate that this is
not true. Subscribers pay for and look
forward to magazines each month

and that puts their interest at a level
seldom matched by their broadcast
counterparts. Mentally numb TV
viewers slip into what market
researchers call  "Level B Awareness"
when commercials start, and many
never seem to shake it. Obviously, I'm
supporting a media mix that brands
your products across a spectrum of
available vehicles able to carry your
message to the consumer. 

That said, we're talking TV here so
let's define the three ways to buy it;
Sponsorships, Spot Buys, and, for lack
of a better term, Broker Buys. Most
television in the hunting industry is
purchased using one of these tech-
niques. Before we discuss each one of
these, we need to understand a little
bit about cable networks. They don't
operate like ABC or NBC. They follow
FCC guidelines, of course, but they
also maintain more flexibility in pro-
gramming, ad sales and editorial
integrity. For most of us the best tar-
geted networks are The Outdoor
Channel, The Sportsman's Channel,
Versus and Pursuit. Of these, two are
"audited" and two (at this writing) are
not. An audited network is very
important in your planning because
they have the ability to tell you how
many people actually watched the
show where your commercial ran.
That's powerful stuff and you'll see
why as we move along. The Outdoor
Channel is audited, as is Versus. The
others are not although The
Sportsman's Channel is close.

Cable networks put together a
programming grid designed to appeal
to a specific market or interest group,
complete with shows and advertising.
They then offer the entire network to
cable and/or satellite companies to
carry over their lines as part of the

cable/satellite company's basic or
premium package. It's quite a bit
more complicated than this but I'm
shooting for an overview here to help
you understand what it is you may
ultimately buy. 

So, the networks pedal their
wares to cable companies that have
"subscribers"; the customers who pay
for the service at the household level.
Whew! We finally reached someone
who might be a customer. 

Out of this conduit of sales comes
what I like to call "The Number". "The
Number" is all important and it is the
sum of all subscribers of all cable
companies airing the network. For
example: The hypothetical Deer
Network is carried by 10 cable compa-
nies and each cable company has one
million customers. The Deer Network
sales guy can look you straight in the
eye and tell you they have a "potential
viewing audience" of 10 million
households. He may shorten this a bit
and tell you his network reaches 10
million homes. If he's exceptionally
enthusiastic he won't argue if you
make the connection that your com-
mercial could be seen by 10  million
people..."The Number". It is misused,
misquoted, misrepresented and mis-
understood by most people buying
television. 

With some background about
how cable television works, let's look
at the advantages and pitfalls of each
type of "buy". 

SPONSORSHIPS 
There is no denying the value of

product usage within a show, particu-
larly if the show host is a well known
personality and he offers an outright
endorsement of your product (which
he should as part of the cost of the
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sponsorship). This lends credibility
and can actually add value to your
product. Sponsorships, however,
need to be scrutinized for the benefit
they will actually provide, and you
need to look at the way your product
"fits" the show. A good example
would be a knife company wanting to
sponsor a bowhunting show. Game is
almost never field dressed on televi-
sion so the opportunities for product
usage are limited. If the host tells you
he'll "work it into a segment", it's a
good bet your product will be seen in
one show the entire season. In such a
case a billboard package (your logo
shown a few times at breaks during
the show) would be every bit as effec-
tive as a full sponsorship at a fraction
of the cost, or the show should be will-
ing to offer a much lower cost spon-
sorship than it would to a bow manu-
facturer whose product would be
used in every show. Most shows will
present a variety of packages offering
levels of exposure and they are all
based on a "full sponsor" price. The
real question is what is that price and
how is the rate determined. 

This is where "The Number" re-
enters the picture. You'll remember all
of this from the recent 2010 ATA Show
in Columbus, Ohio and all those TV
sales guys and hosts walking around
with great deals on sponsorships. A
program host on one network may

cruise into your booth and matter-of-
factly  indicate that they reach 35 mil-
lion homes. That's a lot. The sponsor-
ship includes product use and a 30
second commercial and, well...you
know the drill. The price might range
from as low as $20,000 to a staggering
$75,000 or more per quarter. My
Goodness! 35 million homes...that's a
lot of homes! 

Here's where buying from an
audited channel can come in pretty
handy. If this show runs on an unau-
dited channel you really have no way
of ever finding out how many people
actually see the show. Think about
that for a second. They're asking you
for a pile of money and they cannot
tell you how many people saw the
show last week or will see the show
next week. They simply don't know.

Audited channels, on the other
hand, use an independent firm with
sophisticated tracking technology
and research to determine how many
people actually watched the show.
This "share" gives you a real number
and allows you to do some real math.
So ask a couple of simple questions: Is
the channel audited and what are the
ratings (or share of total households)?
You might want to sit down before the
answer. Out of 35 million potential
households the numbers range wildly
with some shows reaching 60,000
people or less while others will have

audiences of 500,000 or more. Time
slot, day part, day-of-week, quality of
production, host - many things affect
this number, but the burning ques-
tion is - what happened to the other
34.5 million viewers you were told
about? Well, they're watching one of
the other 250 channels available from
the cable company; a company that
is, in fact, reaching 35 million house-
holds. If you can't determine a real
"cost per thousand" impressions, you
might be throwing your money away.
Then again, many companies see
excellent results from unaudited net-
works, so there's going to have to be a
judgement call somewhere down the
line. 

Sponsorships always seem to
have a hit-or-miss component.
Whether audited or unaudited, you
still sign a contract, send money and
trust someone to do great things with
your product (including that "free" 30
second commercial they'll write and
produce that may or may not con-
tribute to your marketing objec-
tives...but that's another article). I
have always felt that the contract
should go both ways. There are always
open-ended promises in negotiating
a sponsorship. I see no reason why an
advertiser shouldn't write down the
specifics of a sponsorship deal and
ask the program to guarantee in writ-
ing the things it is obligated to do to
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There’s no doubt the better hunting shows attract an audience. At left is a photo
ArrowTrade shot at the 2009 ATA Show, where dealers have lined up to get autographed
posters from TV show hosts connected with the ScentBlocker and Scent Shield brands.
Above, these young visitors to the 2010 ATA Show were happy with the photos Jim
Shockey had autographed in the Alpine Archery booth.
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earn the sponsorship dollars for a
specific product. Some powerhouse
advertisers can do this, most can't or
don't even try. 

If the program is carried on an
audited network, the actual number
of viewers for each show is available.
You may have to be very insistent to
get this number, but it does exist. The
sales crew would prefer to talk about
potential but you can get to the real
number if you hang in there. Once
you have that you can see if your buy
is reasonable.  

For example: The program you
are interested in reaches an audited
100,000 households per week and the
sponsorship is $50,000 per quarter. In
a 13 week cycle (a quarter), your com-
mercial will make roughly 5 million
impressions.  Impressions is another
TV word indicating that they cannot
tell how many people are watching a
single TV or how many new viewers
are seeing your message for the first
time. So, 5 million impressions for
$50,000 is $10 per thousand impres-
sions. Magazines average a cost of $15
to $25 per thousand, so you could be
looking at a good deal. 

In the case of an unaudited pro-
gram, you have the inherent uncer-
tainty of the sponsorship plus the
inability to track how many people
see the program...know when to hold
'em, know when to fold 'em. It could
be the best deal you ever made; or not. 

SPOT BUYS 
A "spot buy" is straightforward

and quantifiable in most cases and is
basically a direct network buy. You
can pick and choose with spot buys,
but you do so at a premium price.
Buying from the network allows you
the glorious opportunity to get almost
exactly what you want. There are
some hurdles to maneuver around
but it can still be a very efficient way
to buy television. Networks are one of
the few media still honoring a 15 per-
cent commission to legitimate ad
agencies so you can actually get a pro
involved to plan, negotiate and lend
some experience to your buy and it
won't cost you a penny. The network
is willing to discount the schedule to
an agency since the agency will do
most of the work with the client to

develop the strategy and supply the
commercial. In many cases you'll end
up with a better commercial, which
may cost more but will likely sell bet-
ter and reflect your brand strategy,
and a more productive buy. 

I really hate to do this, but there's
another side road to take here that
will help you better understand what
you're in for on a spot buy. You see, ad
time is limited and there are a num-
ber of folks lined up to get it. The rule
of thumb is 16 minutes per hour, 12
minutes for national advertisers and 4
minutes for local ads. In a typical half
hour show you have 8 minutes total; 6
national, 2 local. 

Where does all the ad time go?
Sponsorship ads are first in line.
Here's why. 

The half hour of time used to
broadcast the program you've decid-
ed to host is actually purchased by the
program. Got an idea for a show? Put
it on the air! It's simple really. You add
up all your overhead for travel, cam-
era equipment, employees; just like
any other business venture, and then
add the cost of buying a half hour of
time on the network. The total is your
break even. Add a profit if you want to.
Divide the total by the number of full
sponsors you can handle, maybe five
or six, sell the sponsorships and
"bam", you are a television star with
your own show, hunting across the
nation in some really terrific places
and getting paid for it. Sounds good
because it is! It's also the reason the
outdoor networks have stacks of pro-
grams to review, literally hundreds, to
see which of them have the produc-
tion quality they need to maintain the
standards of the network. 

The programs that make it to air
arrive at the network with the spon-
sor's ads already taped into the show
and that's why they come first in the
cascading ad sales game. Next in line
is the network, and they insist (con-
tractually) that the program tape has
a certain amount of open time in it so
they can get in on the ad sales action

as well. These minutes (usually 2 or 3
of the 6 minutes available per half
hour) are reserved for network ad
sales. There's your Spot Buy. Every
show has available time. At least in
theory. The network often won't let
you advertise say, a competitive game
call in a show owned and produced by
a game call company, but they'll sell
you a spot real close to it. 

I wish I could say this is the end of
the tunnel but there's one more level
that you should be aware of. There are
still a couple of minutes saved for the
local cable affiliate to serve the imme-
diate market area. That's why you see
local car dealership ads and carpet
cleaning specialists in your favorite
hunting show. The local cable compa-
ny needs its chance to make money
on ad sales as well, so don't expect
those chiropractor ads to go any-
where. 

Okay, back to the original goal,
making a spot buy. The obvious and
best part of this technique is that a
smaller amount of money than a full
sponsorship on a program can garner
some top notch exposure on a well
known show. But, as I mentioned
before, these spots will come at a pre-
mium price and your budget won't go
as far. To stretch things a little you can
make a day-part buy. Day-parts are
priced to reflect average viewership at
given times of the day and you leave it
to the network to put you in that day-
part wherever they have time. Prices
drop substantially and chances that
your spot won't be in the best place
increase. But, the discount for buying
like this is enough to be very attractive
for many buyers. Agencies like them
because they assure good placement
and good numbers and we realize
that it's a numbers game more than a
"that's-my-favorite-show-and-I-
want-my-spot-there" mentality that
often clouds the thinking of company
owners buying time. Day-parts
include terms you've heard like
"prime" and "fringe", but there are
other day-parts that might surprise
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you and stretch your budget. Don't
forget weekdays versus weekend,
prices vary here as well. You can jump
right in and try your hand or have an
experienced agent do it for you to
earn a commission. Your choice. 

Perhaps the strongest appeal for
spot buys is the control it gives you to
maximize a smaller budget. If you
can't consider a $40,000 sponsorship
(or even $20,000), spot buys can get
some pretty decent exposure, albeit
for a shorter period of time, for
$10,000. Remember, for every swing-
ing jewel out there in prime time on a
top show on an audited network for
$1,500 per 30 second spot, there are
15, $100 spots on an unaudited net-
work in the late night day-part. It's all
there, and the pie can be cut up any
way you like. Buy your favorite show if
you can and then buy day-parts...mix
and match. 

BROKER BUYS 
There are people out there offer-

ing "discount" TV time and it's a won-
derful thing for a limited budget.
These folks buy large blocks of time
on a given network and the network
discounts it simply because they
don't want such a big fish to shake the
hook. Nobody can blame them, it's
like Bass Pro or Cabela's calling
you...big order, less work; yes, we offer
a discount. These companies can
then offer you a 30-second spot for
less and still make a little money. They

will dazzle you with the number of
spots you can buy for the same
money you were about to spend on
that spot buy, and it will include some
very good day-parts. Just don't try to
nail them down to specifics because
they don't have them. A portion of the
buy is ROS (Run of Schedule) which
includes any spot the network hasn't
sold in any time slot available. So,
you're going to get some bad stuff, but
you're going to get some good stuff,
too. Hey, an impression is an impres-
sion...even at 4 a.m. in the morning! 

The other thing to keep in mind
with broker buys is the preemption
clause. The network reserves the right
to sell any given spot at the highest
price it can get. Someone can come in
with a spot buy at a higher price and
the first thing bumped is the discount
buyer. The network will put that spot
somewhere else if you bid a higher
price for it. Don't misunderstand, you
will get everything promised by the
discounter, you just move to the back
of the line. If you're a bargain hunter,
there's no question that a broker buy
can get you good exposure for fewer
dollars. Some brand messages will be
well served by this approach, some
will not. 

As you can see, buying television
is not as easy as shooting the breeze
with your favorite magazine guy and
signing an insertion order. There are

aspects that need to be considered
and pitfalls that need to be avoided.
Still, no one can deny the power of
television as an important part of any
media buy where seeing how a prod-
uct works is important. Television has
always been the demonstration
medium and will continue to be the
best way to show customers what
your product does or can do to
enhance their outdoor experience. 

In the end, as with all other forms
of media, a mix of sponsorships, spot
buys and discount spots is likely the
best answer for many, where each
method can shore up the shortcom-
ings of its neighbor. As always, during
the battle to make sense of it all, don't
forget to keep asking yourself if the
choices you are making help YOUR
brand strategy. YOUR message. YOUR
plans. 

Editor’s Note: Jim Ising has been
involved in marketing and advertising
hunting products for over 20 years
and has also owned an outdoor prod-
ucts manufacturing company. His
experience on “both sides of the desk”
makes him uniquely qualified to offer
advice and counseling to mid-sized
companies facing the daunting chal-
lenge of being noticed in an evermore
crowded and competitive environ-
ment. Jim is an avid bowhunter and
accomplished angler. Reach him at
(904) 282-0780.

The perfect shot AND the perfect bowstring
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It doesn’t get any better than this...
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Whatever you look for in a bowstring material,
BCY has a product tailored to your needs
452X
Preferred by top archers and most major bow manufacturers 
worldwide for complete stability and accuracy
NEW: Trophy
With GORETM Performance Fiber added to 452X 
to increase durability; reduces noise and vibration
8125
For higher arrow speed on compounds 
and the preferred bowstring for 
recurve shooters

See our catalog or visit our web site:����������	
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A good product benefits from well-done
TV promotion. The Drury brothers have
certainly helped PSE promote the differ-
ent Bow Madness models.
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